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0:00 THEME OF SLAYER; KOREAN

0:33 Welcome to the castle super business cast~! New shirts coming out~! Hoodies and phone
cases coming too.

- 2:08 on wednesday, they’re appearing on the death battle cast! BT vs. jehuty will be
discussed. Wednesday at 11:30 am EST

- 4:59 More developments. November 13, 2019 was the last day a baby was named karen.
Now it’s dropped to zero.

- 7:27 say your parents named you Daenerys or Danny in season one. You would be old
enough to understand the final season when it rolled around

- 9:01 Any guy name with a consonant followed by an A is doomed. - Pat. And pat’s mom
dislikes the nickname pat compared to patrick.

- - 11:00 Tracing the -ayden name variants, and the alternaternate names that could have been
yours, woolie’s possible names

- - 12:20 pat could have been luke

- - 13:36 dodged being jean-patrick. COuld have been jean-luke

- - 15:00 woolie had no chance at normal. Woolie isnt even a common name in grenada

- - 16:40 is darlington a common name?

- - 17:15 cursed names. Like jessica. How about kyle?

- - 18:35 old people names. Like Agnes or gertrude.

- - 19:55 names to raise a stripper by. Rock Mineral, or car?

WEEK OF THE BEAST LORDS

PAT

21:18 so, how’s RE8 VIllage? So, who’s the common threat? Werewolves and ghouls, huh?

- 23:15 RE8 is really good. But what pat finds more interesting is that we’re going straight
X-men now.



- 26:10 We’re going to clown shoes DMC zany stuff now.

- 27:42 but does all this zany stuff work? Yes. And they’re hinting they’re continuing in this
direction

- 28:05 ethan as someone not competent with terrible one liners

- - 30:17 Beating up ethan super hard

- 32:06 The game’s structure is super weird because it’s structured like dark souls 1

- 34:37 pat compares it more to action horror rather than survival horror. The gothic horror
aesthetic.

- 36:20 plays like an RE7 sequel mixed with RE4, and this game is so close to RE4 he feels
bad for the people remaking RE4

- 38:04 RE4 getting screwed up several times in a row, the hookman demo making a return in
RE7. Making the RE4 we never got.

- 41:19 time for biomagic. It's still science.

- 42:45 its the middle of a trilogy.

- 43:19 played through it on PS5 and PC, PS5 version seems slightly better. All versions seem
solid.

- 43:51 pat wont talk about the story but really wants to

- 44:13 did you get enough Lady D?

- 46:13 all the boss fights are really good. And no new cast of characters that replace the old
guard. Ethan feels like he’s not the protagonist of his own story

- 48:16 only downside: First and second parts are open ended and sneaky while the later parts
are more linear and practically a shooting gallery. As is always with resident evil.

- 49:13 having 2 lengths for total time: The in game time and the real time.

- 50:09 Boat areas in RE suck. And the first location is always the best. RE8 having the
smallest drop in quality.

- 52:39 pat has no clue where they’re going with this



- 53:04 Pat advises to watch the post credits scene and to NOT read the credits

54:35 go check out pat over at patstaresat, he’ll be playing nier, disco elysium, and watching the
final fantasy live letter

WOOLIE

55:08 woolie watched the godfather 2. It was good.

55:55 binged invincible. Hearing about it back in college from a friend.

- 56:55 Found it pretty good. And the constant memes. The story that can only exist in a post
MCU world, stories losing impact the farther you get from their date of creation

- 1:01:08 animation is doing alright, not way of the house husband levels of moving still frames

- 1:02:34 voice cast is good.

- 1:02:50 is the story done? And pat getting the weirdest first impression of him and paige in the
comic

1:04:13 woolie put a lot of time into returnal. Woolie really likes it. WHat if this was samus?
Damn it.

- 1:05:14 the parasites and there being 2 types

- 1:05:57 opening everything corrupted

- 1:07:34 the hollow seeker, other weapons

- 1:09:37 the story being real space horror.

- 1:10:15 the dual sense is the best rumble woolie has ever had in a video game

- - 1:11:48 only piece of feedback he doesn’t like is the red flash on gaining proficiency

- 1:12:24 This game is not finished - woolie, no saving, losing your run, and the 1.33 patch
destroying your save file. Getting crashes.

- - 1:15:56 bringing up gungeon for the average length of a roguelike

- 1:17:30 getting to act 2, hating the enemies in act 2



- 1:18:15 every time you pick up a piece of new equipment, the object isnt tracked properly to
her hand

- 1:19:35 maybe just do daily challenges instead of the main game, and pat hitting a wall in
zone five

- 1:21:17 making a melee focused build

- 1:22:47 the price issue: there’s just the six zones and the secret ending

- - 1:24:02 beating it takes two and seeing all the minigames hidden everywhere. Comparing to
the content in returnal

- 1:27:11 because of how triple A it is, spending time looking at the environment the first time
around and then skipping it due to it’s roguelike nature

- 1:28:15 there are too few room variants

- 1:30:09 diminishing returns on graphics, using monster hunter as an example. THe thought of
it looking twice as bad for more time on content

- 1:31:31 repetition in other games

- 1:32:50 rules when playing it, but the structure around it sucks. Pat would prefer each zone a
third as long but each in a row, and the tunnel vs. constant branching paths

1:34:40 reached into the barrel and brought out kenju. Look at this not terry bogard. Its got stuff
from ehrgeiz god bless the ring.

- 1:36:55 what year did this come out…?

- 1:37:21 it looks like a 3d artist’s fantasy of a ps1 megaman legends style fighting game

1:38:57 weaponlord. The game far, far ahead of it’s time. Negative edge.

- 1:41: 31 going full tourney, no casuals here

- 1:43:24 you need extremes

1:43:52 thats get into fighting games over on woolieversus! Also continuing disco elysium. Pat
saw woolie fail a visual calculus check.

- 1:45:06 the level of reload scumming. Letting you go to dead ends. “Yes, and?”



- 1:47:39 cool details with the special edition: kim’s stats

- 1:48:53 content clicks and failing checks

- 1:53:06 the one save scum you have to do: See the pass and fail on karaoke, and cursed
dice/continuing with failure

- 1:54:42 bumping shivers

- 1:59:14 the game remarking on the character not drinking if you dont drink

- 2:01:05 being able to see your sheet

- 2:02:37 cop points and if you want to keep kim liking you

- 2:03:34 from 9 to 11, what kim doesnt know wont hurt kim

- 2:05:33 pats one problem: The game’s fast travel system breaks on day 4. And how to run

- 2:07:00 the game is super long

2:09:03 an increasing number of black fungus amongst covid recovery patients. And getting
your shots

2:10:41 SPONSOR: DOORDASH

2:14:44 SPONSOR 2: HONEY

2:18:18 SPONSOR 3: HVMN

2:23:00 The doggo is making a big fuss

NEWS

2:23:24 So that apple trial. Its real dumb. More than 50% of fortnite dollars come from
Playstation, with 3% from IOS. the numbers for epic exclusivity came out, as well as the
numbers for most played games. Fortnite does not chart on the PC store top 20. Weekly users
less than daily steam users.

- 2:25:17 the itch.io platform is where all the sleaziest games come out”, and documents
coming out that are supposed to be classified from various agencies like nintendo and sony. Do
NOT do business with the Yakuza - Nintendo



- 2:27:43 explaining who the fortnite character mr. peely is. Barbie fashion, and possibly naruto
and samus coming to fortnite

- 2:28:54 a profile of how epic and fortnite is run

2:30:37 venom: Let there be carnage. The trailer is pretty terrible and apparently the movie will
be PG-13. Looks like the sequel to a late 90s superhero movie

- 2:33:06 what if they make a deal to borrow tom holland for a film?

- - 2:33:55 morbius is coming

- 2:34:29 jared leto again. It's not a cult!

- 2:36:13 hoping to continue how dumb the original venom was

2:37:52 Lost Judgement confirmed for september 24th. The box art separating those who have
been around for a while on the internet, and those who haven't.

- 2:39:31 justin wang’s tiktok entree

- 2:40:29 that image being on the mount rushmore of internet horrors

- 2:42:33 going to yokohama! Judgement will continue the action combat while like a dragon
will continue the RPG combat.

- 2:44:00 judgement being notably serious compared to yakuza. And the possibility of the actor
the main character is based off of yuckin’ it up with some drugs

- 2:45:23 what celebrity caught with drugs would do the most damage in the japanese market?
Miyazaki? My dealer totoro. Cracking open Kurasawa’s coffin for hidden drugs

- 2:49:37 woolie’s down for the realistic recreation of cities in japan

2:50:25 Chinese MMO coming overseas, but apparently its a free to play horrible grindfest

- 2:51:55 pat remembering black desert online and recalling the horrible interface

- 2:53:00 seeing vergil-likes in MMOs before, but this looking more of a high quality
approximation.

- 2:55:10 these kinds of games demo real well, and spending time with it and seeing its not
quite as deep. All the rad shit takes a million years to unlock or a lot of money



- 2:59:00 the new wave of asian action games

- 3:00:17 nonsense sequence of story beats, a new anime where the fights are pretty but the
story was nonsense

3:02:22 Riot will start recording voice chat to root out toxic players

- 3:04:39 how about a next level ping system?

- 3:05:55 the idea of letting people be toxic

- 3:07:10 pat says “Why dont you start at the top with the management first?”

- 3:09:19 there’s probably no punishment you could give a 12 year old to keep them from being
toxic. But you can watch them melt down on the forums.

- - 3:10:22 that kid yelling at his mom for milk

- 3:11:41 woolie supports recording for people that are banned, and pat recalls the call of duty
after death conversations

- 3:13:25 league’s bottom ranking is tougher than above it because it is all smurfs

- 3:14:26 FFXIV being too moderated, but they force the 18+ rule

- 3:15:14 if you sign up for league or valorant, they should ask for an older sibling, and if the
younger sibling gets banned, it sends a text to the older one

- 3:16:00 what if there was an invite only MMO? MMO social credit

- - 3:17:50 how far does that cascade up? MLMMO

- 3:19:10 pat would ban people for nothing

3:19:18 the average consumer will be unable to get a PS5 until 2022. They are indeed making
more factories for these video cards, it just takes forever

- 3:21:33 but does that stop scalpers? No

- 3:23:34 the wii shortage lasted a while

3:24:22 umbrella coming to skullgirls

- 3:25:50 why pat dislikes her, and managing hunger levels



- 3:27:29 pat feels torn on skullgirls. He wished he liked the characters in it

- 3:28:48 pat going through the list of possible characters

EMAILS

3:31:31 Emails! Send in your emails to castlesuperbeastmail@gmail.com!

3:31:48 What series has the best heavy hitting sound? Tekken or virtua fighter?

3:35:32 why is FFXIV called the FGC retirement home?

3:37:19 Have you ever watched something where the debut was terrible but the rest was great?

3:40:50 dogs got to go. See ya.

3:41:00 END OF PODCAST


